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Abstract. In this paper the authors examine the mathematical foundations of taking quotients 
in the category of Scott’s continuous lattices (Scott, 1977). They study two questions: (1) What 
are the limitations of taking $uotients in the category of algebraic lattices? (2) What is the 
meaning of an effectively give,5songruence relation? 
1. Introduction 
The tool of taking quotients has been extensively studied and used in the ADJ’s 
algebraic approach to abstract data types [l, 21, Courcelle-Nivat’s algebraic seman- 
tics of program schema [3] anLd Meseguer’s algebras of orders [6]. In this paper we 
examine the mathematical foundations of taking quotients in the category of Scott’s 
continuous lattices [8]. We study two questions: (1) What are the limitations of 
taking quotients in the category of algebraic lattices? and (2) What is the meaning 
of an effectively given congruence relation? 
In reference to question (l), the congruence relations that we have in mind are 
the continuous congruence relations studied in [4]. A continuous congruence 
relation is a congruence relation obtained from a retraction that is ie.~ than the 
identity map; the quotient so obtained is called a continuous quotient. In this 
respect, taking continuous quotients are special cases of-taking retracts. It is well 
known that every continuous lattice can be obtained as the continuous r;zotient of 
some algebraic lattice. This shows that algebraic lattices are net cl~~eG under 
continuous quotients. Since the category of algebraic lattices has been in extensive 
use for the specKcations of semantics of programming languages and abstract data 
types, it is important to understand the limitations of taking continuous quotients 
inside the category of algebraic lattices. With the latter goal in mind, we study 
algebraic relations in Section 3. A continuous congruence relation is an algebraic 
relation if the quotient is an algebraic lattice. When we take quotients in the 
category of algebraic lattices, we should use algebraic relations. It turns out that 
for many domains used in denotational semantics, continuous congruence relations 
coincide with algebraic relations. Our main resu.lt in Section 3 is a representation 
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theorem which is reminiscent of the well known representation theorem for alge- 
braic lattices. We show that the lattice of algebraic relations on a given algebraic 
lattice is an algebraic lattice and is isomorphic to the lattice of U-closed subsets of 
a semi-lattice containing I (where a set is U-closed if it is closed under finite 
I.u,b.‘s), and conversely, the lattice of U-closed subsets of a semi-lattice containing 
_I_ is isomorphic to the lattice of algebraic relations on some algebraic lattice. 
An effectively given domain is a domain which has an appropriate structure for 
defining computable objects and computable functions (see [5,9]). For applications 
in computer science it is important for domains to bc effectively given. We study 
the following question: What is the notion of an effectively given congruence 
relation. one which guarantees that the quotient object is effectively given? One 
solution is to start with an effectively given domain and define an effectively given 
relation to be one given by a computable retraction. However, this solution is 
limited in the sense that we can only form effectively given quotients of an effectively 
given domain; obviously the two element Sierpinski space can be obtained as an 
effectively given quctient of any nontrivial continuous lattice. Our major contribu- 
tion of Section 4 is the introduction of the notion of continuous presentations. We 
show that continuous presentations give us an operational definition of retractions. 
Using effectively given continuous presentations, we can formulate the notions of 
effectively given congruence relations and effectively given domains in a common 
setting. As a justification of our formulation, we prove that a congruence relation 
is effectively given if Aand only if the quotient is an etiectively given domain. We 
end with a characterization of effectively given algebraic relations on an effectively 
given algebraic lattice: An algebra& relation on an effectively given algebraic lattice 
is elfectively given iwith respect to the presentation of its domain) if and only if it 
is defined by a recursively enumerable (_&closed subset of compact elements. 
2. Background on continuous lattices 
_y “i y G for every directed set H, y c i___1H implies .Y G It 
j\ hcisis E is ;i subset of D satisfying 
fxhcrc the set ((1 t E jc 13 x} is always directed. D is a cwrztirworts Inttiw if D has a 
hasis. When D is continuous, the way-below relation has :;he following useful 
irrtcrphtim prqwtv : 
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In a complete lattice D, an element x is compact (or algebraic) if x << x holds. 
The set K(D) of all the compact elements contains L_, the bottom element, and 
is closed under finite l.u.b.‘s. In case K(D) forms a basis of D, we say that D is 
an algebraic lattice. It is well known that D is algebraic if and only if D is isomorphic 
to the ideal completion Id(E) of some semi-lattice E. 
For computability purpose, Scott [S] introduced the following topology on con- 
tinuous lattices. A subset U of D is Scott open if 
(i) rx={yEDIXcy}EUforeveryxEU,and 
(ii) x E U implies y E U for some y << X. 
When endowed with Scott topology, the continuous lattice D becomes a ‘TO space. 
A base of the topology is a collection {Vi 1 i E I) of Scott open sets indexed by 1 
such that 
u = U( I_&1 i E I and Ui c U} for every Scott open set U of D. 
For example, the collection of $X = {y E D IX << y) with x ED forms a base of Scott 
topology. 
Let D, D’ be continuous lattices. A map f:D +D’ is continuous if f preserves 
directed l.u.b.‘s, i.e., 
f(u H) = Uf(H) for all directed sets H in D. 
It is well known that f is continuous if and only if f is continuous in ;he topological 
sense, i.e., f-‘(U) is open in D whenever U is open in D’. Let [D +D’] denote 
the set of all continuous functions from D to D’. The pointwise ordering makes 
[D + D’] a continuous lattice. If D, D’ are algebraic lattices, then so is [D + D’]. 
A retraction is a continuous function r : D + D satisfying r 0 r = r. The image of 
the retraction r, r(D), when given the partial ordering from D, is a continuous 
lattice. We say that r(D) is a retract of D. r is an algebraic retraction if r(D) is an 
algebraic lattice; r is an inflation (deflation) if r 2 ido (r c ido) where ido is the 
identity map on D. 
Throughout this paper, D stands for a continuous lattice with a countable basis. 
3. Continuous congruence relations 
Definition 3.1. An equivalence relation R on D is a congruerzce relation if there 
is an ordering on D/R, the set of equivalence classes of R, such that: 
(i) D/R becomes a continuous lattice, 
(ii) the quotient map 4 : D -*D/R is continuous, and 
(iii) whenever D’ is a continuous lattice and f: D + D’ is a continuous map 
satisfying f(x) = f(y) for all (x, y ) E R, there exists a continuous map 7: D/R + D’ 
so that the following diagram commutes: 
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(Note: if such an 7 exists, it must be unique.) 
The above definition seems to be too general for the following reasons. First, 
tile ordering on DjR is not uniquely determined. Second, the definition does not 
provide a means of obtaining f from fi For computability purpose we identify a 
subclass of congruence relations where the orderings on D/R can be uniquely 
determined7 and the maps fs can be defined in terms of the f’s. 
Definition 3.2. A relation R on D is admissi6ie if there is a retraction r : D -+ D 
such that 
Proposition 3.3. Every admissible rchtion is a congruence relation. 
Proof. Suppose R is an admissible relation on D defined by some retraction 
r : D 3 D. Define the ordering tr on D/R as follows: 
L~ICJ)‘] e r(x)cr(y). 
It is immediate that the ordering cr identifies D/R with retract r(D) which is a 
continuous lattice. The quotient map 4 : D + D/R can then be identified with 
J : D + r(D), the corestriction of r to the range r(D) which is clearly continuous. 
Finally, suppose f : D -+ D’ satisfies f (.t- ) = f( y 1 for all (s, y) E R. We can define 
f‘ : D/R --f 0’ as follows: 
7$x1) =f(r(s 0. 
Continuity of 7 is obvious. 
defined in terms off. 0 
Hence R is a congruence relation. Note that f is 
The nontrivial property of an admissible relation is that the ordering on D/R is 
uniquely determined, and as the following proposition shows, the ordering does 
not even depend on any particular retraction defining the relation R. 
Proof. Since R is an admissible relation, consider the ordering tr on D/R defined 
by some retraction r: D -+ D. Let us first show that this ordering does not actually 
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depend upon r. Suppose D/R is equipped with some other ordering C’ satisfying 
the definition of a congruence relation. We need to show that C~ = c’. Suppose 
[x]G, [y] and 4 is the quotient map from D to D/R with the ordering c’. Then 
hence [x]c’[y]. Conversely, assume [x]~‘[y]. Since r(x) = r(y) for all (x, y) E R, 
therefore, I = r’ 0 4 for some contimlous map r’ : D/R + D defined by 
F([f]) = t(2). 
By continuity of T, we obtain r(x) c r(y) or [x] E, [y 1. Next we show that 
( 3) Obvious by letting z 1 and z2 be r(x) and r(y) respectively. 
( e ) Suppose z 1 E [x] ahd 22 E [y ] satisfy z 1 c z2. By monotonicity of r, T(Z 1 ) c r(z2), 
hence [x]=[z&~[z~]=[~]. 0 
Although Proposition 3.3 says that the ordering on D/R is unique, we still can 
have different retractions rl, r2 : D + D such that E,, = grz and iherefore r*(D) = 
rz(D ). 
Every admissible relation R has a directed-completeness property in the following 
sense. Let us assume that R is defined by some retraction r: D + D. Given any 
directed subset {(si, ti) 1 i E I} in R, consider the element (UiElsi, UiEl ti) E D x D. 
Since r(si) = r(li) for every i E I and r is continuous, we must have r(uiElsi) = 
uicl r(si) = UiEl r(ti) = r(Uiel ti), showing that (Ui,l si, UiEl ti)R. Thus the 1.u.b. of 
every directed subset of R is in R. Before we go further into admissible relations, 
let us first give an example of a congruence relation which is not admissible. 
Example 3.5 (see Fig. 1) 
Fig. 1. 
The equivalence classes of R are self-explanatory. However, R cannot be given 
by any retraction as the quotient object D/R, equipped with any ordering to satisfy 
the definition of a congruence relation, cannot be a retract of D. 
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When R is an admissible relation defined by some retraction I : D + D, we can 
view r as a choice function to select a representative from each equivalence class. 
In most applications, we would want T(X) to be given by the least element in the 
equivalence class [x] so that r(x) would not give us more than what is commonly 
implied by all the elements in [xl. However, [x] may not have a least eIement in 
general. Even if every equivalence class [x] has a least element, it does not 
necessarily mean that the following function min : D + D: 
min(x) = least element in [x] 
is monotonic. All we can say about the function min is that min 0 min = min and 
mincidD. However, if we assume that R is closed under g.l.b.‘s, then each 
equivalence class has 8 least element and furthermore, min is monotonic. For 
suppose x r y. We know (x, min(x)) and (y, min(y )) are in R. Since R is closed under 
g.l.b.‘s, (x Tl y, min(x )n min(y )) = (x, min(x) ll min(y )) is in R. Therefore 
min(x ) E min(x ) p1 min(y ), showing min(x) G min(y ). The following proposition 
shows that min is continuous. Moreover, it shows that if an admissible relation R 
can be defined by a deflation, then R must be closed under g.l.b.‘s. 
Proposition 3.6 ([4]). Suppose R is an adnksible relation on D. Then R is closed 
under g.l.b.3 if and on/y if R can be defined by a deflation. 
Proof. (3) It suffices to show that min is continuous. Suppose H is directed in 
D. Because of monotonicity of min, we have UlleN min(h ) E min(UH). Since 
(n, minUz )) E R for every h E H, directed completeness of R implies (UH, 
Uhc II minV2 )) E lg. And since LB, min(U H)) E: R, we obtain 
mint/J H)&U,.,Tmin(h ). 
( ~3 ) Suppose R is defined by a deflation d : D -, D. Given an equivalence class 
[A], since d(x ) = d(y) cz ): for every y E [x], d(s) must be the least element in [s]. 
Next we show that R is closed under arbitrary g.l.b.3. It suffices to show that, for 
any subset K of D, 
From now on we will confine our studies to those admissible relations R which 
are closed under g.l.b.‘s; they will be called corztirtuous corrgnrerrce rdatiorw. 
Proposition 3.6 establishes a correspondence between continuous congruence 
relations and deflation maps. The following lemma shows that this correspondence 
is actually one-to-one, therefore every continuous congruence relation is defined 
by a unique deflation. 
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Lemma 3.7. Suppose R 1, R2 are continuous congruence relations defined by deflations 
d, , d2 respectively. 7hen 
RI=Rz a dl=d2. 
Proof. t*) Since (x, dl(x)) E RI, (x, dz(x))c Rz and RI = RZ, we therefore have 
(&(x), d2(x)) E Rr (=Rz). Minimality of dl(x) and d&r) immediately implies dl(x) = 
dz(x ). 
( C ) Obvious. Cl 1 
Admissible relations are not necessarily continuous congruence relations. Con- 
sider the following example. 
Example 3.8 (see Fig. 2) 
Fig. 2. 
Any retraction defining R must map x to T and )’ to I ; it is neither a deflation 
or an inflation. 
If R is a continuous congruence relation, then D/R is called a continuous quotient 
of D. Although the above example shows that continuous congruence relations 
form a proper subclass of admissible relations, it is well known that every continuous 
lattice is isomorphic to the continuous quotient of some algebraic lattice. The proof 
is as follows. Suppose D has a basis E. Define an equivalence relation R on the 
algebraic lattice Id(E) as follows: 
Every equivalence class [I] has a least element given by {e E E/e << UI}. This shows 
that R is a continuous congruence relation. The map sending x E D to {e E E le CC x} 
defines an isomorphism between D and Id(E)/R. A consequence of what we have 
just shown is that algebraic lattices are not closed under continuous quotients. 
Since the category of algebraic lattice,; is in extensive use for the study of program- 
ming language semantics, we want to isolate a subclass of continuous congruence 
relations such that the continuous quotients obtained from these relations are 
always algebraic lattices. 
R is an algebraic relation if R 
alge’braic lattice D/R is called 
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Definition 3.9. A continuous congruence relation 
can be defined by an algebraic deflation map; the 
an algebraic quotient of D. 
Although the above definition does not presuppose that D is an algebraic lattice, 
we should emphasize that the notion of an algebraic relation is only interesting in 
the context of algebraic lattices. For some class of algebraic lattices, algebraic 
relations actually coincide with continuous congruence relations. Say that D is 
Lafgehruic if D is an algebraic lattice and JE = {x E D ix ce for some e E E} - E 
where E is the set of all the compact elements in D. For example, Po[7] is an 
Jalgebraic lattice. 
Proposition 3.10. I~I an Jalgebruic fnttice D, evuy corrtimous cotlgnrerlce refntiorl 
is ai1 algebraic relation. 
Proof. Let CI : I) -+ D be the deflation map defining the given continuous congruence 
relation R. For every c E E, n{ ek e, hence cl(e) is compact in D. Since ti( I?) forms 
a basis of d( I+). d must be an algebraic retraction. ‘;?, 
For the rest of this section we assume that D is an algebraic lattice with the set 
of compact elements given by E = (ei 11’ E o}. We shall prove the following rep- 
resentation theorem: The lattice of algebraic relations (under the opposite of subset 
inclusion) on a given algebraic lattice is isomorphic to the algebraic lattice of all 
the ; j-closed subsets of some semi-lattice with a J_. To this end, we first find a 
characterization of algebraic deflations. 
Lemma 3.11. Let r : 11 --f L? hu retrcrctim. Thert, (r( e, )]e, F r( e, )} is exactly the set q#Xl 
the compact elernerzts in the retract r( I>). . 
Proof. First note that r(E) is always a basis of r(D), hence containing all the 
compact elements of r(D). Assume e, G r(~,) and r(ci) c &, Ir(tJk ) vjhere (r(ek) 1 k E I} 
isdirected. Since Pi is compact in D, we must have e, I=, r(t*k ) for somt k c 1. Therefore, 
r( t?: 1’: r( r( cpr, I ) = r( 41, ). hhowing that r( t’,) is conqxtct in r( 11). (%r the other hand. 
Wppo5e r( e, 1 is compact in r( II). Sinoc f.I is an algebraic lattice. I (c,) = LjL I 0~ for 
\0nic dirtxtcd set (ek jk t: I}. l’h r( 0,) = rt r( t’, ) b = LJk. I r( l&I\ L Sincil r( c’, \ is compact. 
w haw r( et) = r( t’I, I !iv sonic k C: I. Since ok L:. r( 0,). wt‘ obtain Cam LG r( ch I. L-1 
From the lemma it foilows that if r is an intiation (hence r(E) = (r(e, ) le, or_ r(ei)}), 
then r(D) is always an algebraic lattice. Thus retracts of an algebraic lattice using 
Mations are always algebraic lattices-this fact is well known. 
For the following proposition, we introduce some terminology: A c E is a 
-1.10.~~~ sc’f if I _j A ’ - t= A for every finite (including empty) subset A’ of A. Note 
t!iat t’\ft’ry ’ dosed subset of E must contain i- = jj&. 
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Proposition 3.12. Let d : D + b be an algebraic deflation. Then the set Ed of all the 
compact elements in d(D) forms a kklosed subset of E. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.11, the set Ed of all the compact elements in d(D) is given 
by {d(ei)lei =d(ei)}=(eiIei = d(ei)). To show that Ed is a U-closed set, assume 
d (ei) = ei for every i E I where I is finite. Then 
LJei =I#d~d(j;lrei)- 
Since d is a deflation, d(Ui,Iei)EUi,,ei, thus showing d(/Ji<_Ie;)=Uic.,ei* Cl 
Conversely, suppose A is a I__/-closed subset of E. Define & :D +D as follows: 
d&)=U{eeAIezx). 
Clearly dA is a deflation. Furthermore, dA is algebraic because every element of 
d*(D) is the 1.u.b. of some directed subset of A. Clearly, the set of all the compact 
elements in d*(D) is exactly equal to A. From this observation, we obtain the 
following. 
Proposition 3.13. There is a one-to-one correspondence between algebraic deflations 
and U-closed subsets of E. 
Proof. Given an algebraic deflation d : D -*D, note dE& = d and given a U-closed 
set A, note E,,=,4. q . 
Define C(E) to be the lattice of all the U-closed subsets of E under set inclusion. 
Clearly c(E) is an algebraic lattice where the compact elements are all the U-closed 
sets which are finite. Note that C(E) contains Id(E), the lattice of ideals of E, thus 
we should not be surprised to see that Id(E) ==D is a retract of C(E). Define 
r : CE)+ C(E) as follows: 
Then the ilnage of r is exactly equal to Id(E). Note that r is an inflation map. 
Next define [D + a.d. D] to be the set of algebraic deflatkns endowed with the 
pointwise ordering. Observe the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.14. Given d,, d, E [D -+ ,, cl D], then 
Proof. Recall that 
d,W=U{eEEJecxt, i= 1 or2. 
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Therefore if Ed, E Edz, then obviously dl G&. Conversely, assume dl rdZ. Suppose 
Ed, g Ed2, then there exists some e E Ed,\Edz. Since &(e) = e, 
e =dl(eE&(e) = U(e’E Edlle’ce}. 
Because e is compact, e c:e’ GE for some e’ E Edz, showing e E Ed2, a contra- 
diction. I3 
From Proposition 3.13 and Lemma 3.14 we obtain [D -+a.ti.D] = C(E). Together 
with the well-known fact that algebraic lattices are given by the ideal completions 
of semi-lattices with a I, we conclude the following. 
Proposition 3.15. Given an aigebraic lattice D, the lattice [D ja.d. D] of algebraic 
deflations is an algebraic lattice and is isomorphic to the lattice C(E) of all the 
i _&closed subsets of E, the set of compact elements in D. Conversely, if E is a 
semi-lattice with a I, the algebraic lattice C(E) of aN the U-closed subsets of E 
is isomorphic to the lattice [D -+u.ci. D] of algebraic deflations for some algebraic 
lattice 0. 
We can prove a similar version of Proposition 3.15 for algebraic relations. Lemma 
3.7 sa!rs that there is a one-to-one correspondence between continuous congruence 
relations and deflations. Thus given any algebraic relation R on D, there is a unique 
algebraic deflation d : D -+ D defining R. Let AR(D) be the set of all algebraic 
relations on D. Define a partial order on AR(D) as follows: 
R,rR, e R,r:R,. 
Proof. Given algebraic relations RI and &, it suffices to show that 
R,UQ # dlc_ii2 
~4~erc ii, d-, are the unique algebraic deflations defining R1 and R2 respectively. 
I3y Lk2mma 3.14, 
Combining Propositions 3.15 and 3.16, we obtain the following. 
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Proposition 3.17. Given an algebraic la;& D, the lattice AR(D) of algebraic 
relations on D is an algebraic lattice and is isomorphic to the lattice C(E) of all the 
U-closed subsets of E, the set of compact elements in D. Conversely, if E is a 
semi-lattice with a _I_, the algebraic lattice C(E) of all the U-closed subsets of E is 
isomorphic to the lattice AR(D) of algebraic relations on some algebraic lattice D. 
Our final remark in this section is that algebraic relations are closed under 
exponentiation. Suppose &, R2 are algebraic relations on some algebraic lattices 
D1 and Dz. Let d,, dt be the unique algebraic deflations defining R 1 and RZ. We 
define a relation R1 + R2 on [DI + D2] as follows: 
(f,gkRl-+Rz e VSD (f(dl(x)),g(dl(X)))ER . 
Also define a retraction d : [Dl -+ Dz]+ [Dl + Dz]: 
Obviously, d is a deflation because dl and d2 are. It 2s easy to see that the relation 
R1 --, R2 is defined by d, hence RI + RZ is a continuous congruence relation. It can 
also be shown that [Dl -* Dz]/(R1 + R2) is isomorphic to [D1/Rl -+ D2/R2]. Because 
DI/R1 and DJRz are algebraic lattices, [D1/RI + D2/R2] is an algebraic lattice 
and hence R 1 + Rz is an algebraic relation. 
4. Effectively given presentation 
In this section we formalize the notion of an effectively given admissible relation. 
The theory of effectively given domains has been extensively stu,died in [S] and 
[9]. Essentially, a continuous lattice D is effectively given if it has an effectively 
given presentation which is a triple (D, {ei)i,,, {Ui}iew) satisfying some axioms. In 
the triple, the ei’s form a basis of D and the Ui’s form a base of the Scott topology 
in D. The axioms require that computability in D relative to the basis elements 
ei'S can be correctly described by the neighborhoods Ui’s. In this section we 
generalize these triples by dropping the assumption that the ei’s form a basis and 
the Ui‘s form a base of the Scctt topology of D; the resulting triples are called 
continuous presentations. The notion of continuous presentations turns out to 
provide a useful operational definition of retractions. It can be shown that every 
continuous presentation describes a retraction (called the associated retraction) and 
conversely, every retraction is the associated retraction of some continuous pres- 
entation. Using presentations as a tool, we can formalize the notion of effectively 
given continuous lattices as well as the notion of effectively given admissible relations 
in a common setting. A continuous lattice D is effectively given if there is an 
effectively given continuous presentation (D, {ei}ic, ,{ Ui}iEw) where the ei’s form ~‘1 
basis and the Ui‘s form a base; an admissible relation R on D is effectiqvely giver] 
if R can be defined by a retraction r : D + D which is the associated retraction of 
some effectively given continuous presentation. 
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Definition 4.1. A continuous presentation isa triple P = (D, A, V) with A = (ai}ieo 
a countable subset of D and V = { Vi}ico a countable collection of open sets in the 
Scott topology of D satisfying: 
Axiom 1 (Structural Axiom ) 
For x E Vi, ui c VX. 
Axiom 2 (Continuity Axiom) 
For every x E D, the set {ai Ix E Vi} is directed and x = v U{ai IX E Vi} 
wheresrctmeansforeveryiEO,SEViJtEViands=vtmeanssEvtandtEvS. 
Note that cv is a preorder containing C, the ordering in D. The Continuity 
Axiom says that the open sets in V cannot distinguish between s and the 1.u.b. of 
the directed set {ai 1 x E Vi}. 
Given a continuous presentation P = (D, A, V), we define a map rP : D --) D as 
follows: For x E D, 
Note that Q, is continuous and r,(x) = v~~ by the Continuity Axiom. 
Idempotency of rp is established as follows: 
rptrptX))= U{aj IU(ai IX E Vi}E Vi} 
=lJ{ajlUi E Vj andx E Vi} 
= U{Uj 1 x E Vr) by Axiom 1 
= rp(x ). 
Hence rp is a retraction. Thus every presentation defines a retraction. Hereafter, 
rp is called the ussociuted retraction of the presentation P. On the other hand, we 
can show that every retraction is an associated retraction of some continuous 
presentation. 
Proposition 4.2, r : D + D is 11 retrmtiort if md mly if r = rp for some cot1 tirtrcms 
presen ta tiara P. 
Proof. It suffices to show (=N. Suppose r: D + D is a retraction and E = (e, 1 ,rZJ is 
some basis of D. Define 
ui = rtei 1, Vi = r- ‘tfe,). 
Since D is a continuous lattice, 
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showing equality of r and rp. It remains to verify that (D, A, V) is indeed a continuous 
presentation. 
Axiom 1. Given x E Vi and j E o, 
ai E Vj * r(ei) E Vj e ej x( r(r(ei)) 
e ei << r(ei) + ei << r(x) because i << r(x) 
e x E V’ showing ai CVX. 
Axiom 2. Given x E D, the set {ai IX E Vi) = {r(ei) 1 ei << r(x)} is directed because of 
the interpolation property of << . Hence for j E o, 
XE Vi e ei<<r(X) 43 efW(rb)f e WE Vj 
showing x = vr(x). 0 
Proposition 4.2 establishes acorrespondence between retractions and continuous 
presentations. We can say that a continuous presentation is aG opeis tional analogue 
of a retraction. Clearly, a retraction r may be equal to rp for more than one 
continuous presentation P. The presentation constructed in PrJposition 4.2 is 
henceforth called the canonicalpresentation of r. Note that in the canonical presenta- 
tion P = (D, A, V) of r, A is always a subset of the retract r(D). In case Q(D) = D, 
we say that P= (D, A, V) is a continuous presentation of D. It is easy to show that 
P = (D, A, V) is a presentation of D iff A is a basis of D and V is a base for the 
Scott topology of D. 
Among the presentations, we define the following three classes: 
(a) P = (0, A, V) is an inflation presentation if whenever x E Uj, there exists j 
such that ai E I/;j and x E Vj where {Ui 1 i E o} is any base of the Scott topology of D, 
(b) P = (D, A, V) is a deflation presentation if ai cx for every x E Vi, i E w, and 
(c) P = (D, A, V) is an algebraic presentation if ai E Vi for every i E w. 
The above presentations are so called because of the following propositions. 
Proposition 4.3. r : D + D is an inflation if and only if r = rp for some inflation 
presentation P. 
Proof. (=+) Given an inflation r, consider the canonical presentation P of r. We 
want to show that P is an inflation presentation. Given x E Ui, 
xGr(x)=rp(x)= /J{lZjlXE Vj}. 
Since the set {aj Ix E Vi} is directed and U{aj 1 a. E Vj} E Ui, we conclude that, for 
some j, x E Vj and aj E U;. 
(c+) Suppose P = (D, A, V) is an inflation presentation. We want to show x r rp(x) 
for every x ED. Let x E Ui. By the assumption on P we can find some j such that 
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x E Vj and aj E Ui. Therefore, 
rp(X)=/J{ajlX f Vj}E Ui 
showing xcr&x). Cl 
Proposition 4.4. r : D + D is a deflation iff r = w some deflation presentation I? 
Proof, (3) Given a deflation r, consider the canonical presentation P = (D, A, V I 
of t. We want to show that P is a deflation presentation, i.e., 
f (ei) T=,X for every x E r-‘(@?i). 
So assume , << r(x). Monotonicity of r implies r(e,) c r(x). Now r(ei) G x immediately 
foliows-from the assumption that r is a deflation. 
CC=) Suppose f = rp for some deflation presentation P = (D, A, V). We want to 
show r(x) cx for every x E D. Let {Vi 1 i E w} be any base of the Scott topology of 
D and T(X)E Ui- Then, 
implies x E z/j and (I, E Ui for some J’ E o. From our assumption on P it follows that 
tij c X, therefore K E Ui. This shows T(X) GX. El 
Proposition 4.5. r : D -+ D is nn algebraic retraction ifi r = rp for some algebraic 
presen ta lion P. 
Proof. (3) Given an algebraic retraction r, let the set of compact elements of r(D t 
be given by {I 1 i E l> for some index l. For each i E I, since r(ei) is compact in 
r(D ), the st:t {r(x)/rk& r(s )} is open in r(D), hence we can find some open set 
Vl in D such that 
Clearly T(C, 1 E V,. We leave it to the reader to show that P = \D, {r(e, ) 1 i E I), ( Vi ii f 
l)i is a continuous presentation satisfying r = rIJt. 
(+I Suppose P = (D, J4, V) satisfies uj E 1~‘: for every i E O. It suffices to show that 
HJI,) i =~~(a,)) is compact in r(D) for every i E W. Assume r\a,&L]H for some 
directed ser in r( D 1. Since r(a, ) = ~CI, and (<i E l’,, we have T(CI,) E V,, hence u N E C’,. 
So /i E Vl for some 11 E H. Since It is in r(D ), we have 
showing T(U( j c h. This proves that r(q) is compact in r(D ). Cl 
Like algebraic relations, continuous presentations are also closed under 
exponentiation. Given P = cD,A, C’), P’= lD’,A’, I”) and i, jao, we define step 
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.functions C( Vi, aj) E [D + D’] and open sets u(ai, Vj) in ths Sc~itt opology of 
[D +D’] as follows: 
e’( Vi, Uj)(X) = 
Uj If X E Vi, 
_L otherwise, 
If(Ui, Vj) = {f E [D 3 D’] Jf(Ui) E vi}. 
Let A *A’ be the set of all the finite l.u.b.‘s of step functions e’( Vi, Uj)‘S and V + V’ 
be the set of all finite intersections of (7(ai, Vj)‘s with i, j E o. Then I7 +F’ = 
([D +D’], A +A’, V -, V’) can be shown to be a continuous presentation, xe [9]. 
In general, if P, P’ are inflation (deflation, algebraic) presentations, then so is P + P’. 
Now we are ready to introduce the notion of an effectively given presentation. 
Definition 4.4. An effectively given presentation P is a triple (D, (ni)iEu, { Vi)iEW) 
where A = {ai}iEw and V = { Vi}iEw are enumerations atisfying 
(i) P = (D, A, V) is a continuous presentation, 
(ii) the predicate 
1_1 tZiE Vj 
itSD, 
is recursively enumerable in t and j, where {D,},,, is the standard Giidel numbering 
of all the finite sets of integers. 
Using the notion of an effectively given presentation, we can formalize the notion 
of an effectively given continuous lattice and the notion of an effectively given 
admissible relation as follows. D is an effectively given continuous lattice if there 
is an effectively given presentation (D, {ai}icw, { Vi}iEw) where the ai’s form a basis 
of D and the Vi’s form a base of Scott topology on D. R is an effectively given 
admissible relation on D if R is defined by rp for some effectively given presentation 
P (we do not assume here that D is effectively given). The following proposition 
justifies our notion of an etfectivelv given admissible relation. 
Proposition 4.7, Let R hc an admissible relation on D defined by a retraction 
r : D + D. Therr R is efectkely give!, if and only if the quotient r(D) is an effective!) 
given conlinuous lattice. 
Proof, (+) Suppose R is defined by r Q for some effectively given presentation 
Q = (Dv (Lzi)icw, V = (Vi}i,,). Let US show that 6 = (r&D), {rQ(ai)}iewr V’ = 
{Vi n ro(D)}i.,) is an effectively given presentation of the quotient r&D). First we 
show that Q is a continuous presentation of r&D). To show Axiom 1, let x E 
Vf n ro(D ). Since ai = vro(ai) and ai CVX by Axiom 1 on Q, we obtain rol\ai) ~ZVX 
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and therefore TO(ai) C\X. Axiom 2 is shown as follows: 
fQ(x)=LIIUilx E Vi}=l__J{~QtUi)jx E Vi} 
=LJ{f&Q)lf&)E Vi} becausex =vr&) 
=l_._J{r*(ai)[ro(x)E Vi nr&B} 
where the set {I 1 t& ) E Vi nr@ 1) is directed because {ai 1 x E Vi} is directed. 
imally note ~&Q(D)) = r&I). Thus 0 is a continuous presentation of r*(D). To 
show that 0 is effectively given, first note that for an arbitrary finite set of integers 
&, 
Using the above equality, we obtain 
W there is some s such that uiI zl, II/ E V, and for every I E D,, 
there is some i E L?, such that ~1, E VI. 
Obviously the right-hand side of the above equivalence is recursively enumerable 
in t and j, hence Q is effectively given. 
!c=) Suppose r(D) has some effectively given presentation Q = (r(D 1, (u,),, (,,, 
{V,},. ,,I. Let P be (D, {~l,)i,-~~, W = {r ‘( Vl )}ice,)s Note that r ‘(V,) is open for every 
i since r is continuous. First we show that P is an effectively given presentation. 
For Axiom 1, suppoose .Y E r ‘(VJ and C~,ET ‘@‘,I, hem-e r(sk V4 and ~(C(JE Vk. 
By Axiom 1 on Q we have (1, cLrr(s ). Since (1: = r(~, i and T(IZ,) E Vk, we obtain 
rcu~-f Vk, thus.x i- r ’ ( Vk 1. This shows n, C+Y for every .I E r ‘( V, ). To show Axiom 
’ note, for every .Y E D and i E W, that c, 
Thus +is ) = rr,,~ and hense Axiom 2. That P is cfeotively given follows from 
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defined by rp. Note that 
4 . 
kykR e M)=r(y) 
Crr, foreveryico, t(X)E Vi iff r(y)E Vi 
e foreveryiEo, XErY1(Vi)iff ,.Er-‘(Vi) 
- rP(x!=rp(y). IJ 
Note from the above proof that (3, as an effectively given presentation of rQ((D), 
is defined in terms of Q. For the rest of this section, 0 denotes this particular 
presentation. 
Proposition 4.7 provides a means to construct an effectively given continuous 
lattice from any given continuous lattice D by using an effectively given presentation 
c)f D. Note that D is not assumed to be effectively given. With the assumption that 
D is effectively given, it is natural to ask whether the process of obtaining r(D 1 
from D as described in Proposition 4.7 is effective in a certain sense. To answer 
this question, we need the notion of a computable object. 
Definition 4.8. Given an effectively given presentation P = (D, (e )iew, {~J,ccw 1of 
D, x E D is computable relative to P if the set {i 1.x E Ui) is recursively enumerable. 
The set of ail the computable elements in D is denoted by Comp(P ). 
Note that Camp(P) includes ail the ei’S. At first glance, our notion of a computable 
element does not seem quite operational. However, it can be shown that x ED is 
computable if apd only if x is the 1.u.b. of some recursively enumerable subset of 
E = {c, 1 i E w]. The proof is as follows: 
(a) F~iiows from the Continuity Axiom because s = u{ei IX E Vi). 
K=) Suppose s = U,FWeFI,, for some recursive function s : w + o. Then 
From the assumption that P is effectively given, we immediately conclude that x 
is computable. Using the equivalence just established, it is easy to see that Comp(l’) 
is closed under recursively enumerable 1.u.h.‘~. 
Next we define the notion of computable functions. Intuitively functions aze 
computable if they ma:> computable elements of one domain to computable eie- 
ments of another domain in a uniform manner. Let P = (0, {ei)i,,, %,(Ui}itw 1 and 
Q = (D’, (ai}lEw, (V~}i~c~) be effective!) gil.zn presentations of D and D’ respectively. 
Then f E [D + D’] is cwmputable rehtlm to P ad Q if the predicatr! f (e,) E c”, ih 
recursively enumerable in i and j. In case P = Q, we say that f is compktable rddue 
lo P. It is obvious that if f is computable relative to P and Q and x E Camp(P), 
then 1~ ) E Comp(Q ). The next proposition tells us when the quotient map is 
computable. 
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Proposition 4.9. Let P =: \D, {ei)i,,, {Ui}iEW) azd Q = (D, {ai}i~wc {Vi}iEw) be 
effectively given presentations such that rp(D) = D. If the predicate ei E Vi is recursively 
enumerable in i and j, then the corestriction ?o : D + r*(D) of ro is computable 
relative to P and 6. 
Proof 
r’o(e& V@r&D) H 
W ro(ei)E Vj H u (Uk lei E Vk}E Vj 
* ak ~2 Vi and ei E vk for some k. Cl I 
We next give a characterization of computable retractions using presentations. 
Suppose P = P, (ei)icw9 { rJi)i,w) is an effectively given presentation of D. By Proposi- 
tion 4.2 there is a correspondence between presentations and retractions. We want 
to characterize the presentations corresponding to retractions that are computable 
relative to P. To this end, we introduce the following definition. 
Definition 4.10. Let P = ;D, {ei}i,,, {Ui)iEW) be an effectively given presentation of 
D. An effectively given presentation Q = (D, {ai}i,zco, { Vi}icw) is efiective in P if the 
predicates (Ii E U, and ei EI Vi are recursively enumerable in i and j. 
Proposition 4.11. Let P == (D, {ei)iEW, {Ui)iew) he an effecbvely given presentation of 
D. Then a retractiorz r : L, -+ D is computable reiative to P if and only if r = rQ for 
some effectiuely given prcpsc#ntatian Q which is effective in P. Furthertnore, !he set 
(r(x) ix E Camp(P)) is ~XLIC+ equtzi to Comp(& for such Q. 
qroof. (3) Define Q = (!I’, {ai = r(ei)},G,, V = {Vi = r _ ‘~Ui))i~o). We show that Q 
is an effectively given, presentation which is effective in P and r = ro. To show 
Axiom 1, suppose r(ei)E r-‘(Ui) and x E r-‘(Ui). Then, 
r(e;)Er ‘(C/,) t3 r(r(tQkUj C2 r(EilEU, W P, d(U,) 
<+ x ET ‘(CI,) by Axiom 1 on P, 
thus rkI) C_ la for every x E r ‘(U,). For Axiom 2, note for .I- ED that 
thusx = vr(_r ). Obviously for every x E D, 
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This shows that Q is a continuous presentation such that r = rcl. To show that 0 
is effectively given, we have 
u r(ei)E r-‘(Q) * 
It remains to show that 0 is 
r(C?i)E Uj iff ei E Vj. 
3k such that r(ek) E Uj and UiED, I(Pi) E Uk 
3k 3D, such that r(ek) E Uj and u,. /I, el E U,, 
and Vf E. D, 3’ E D, such that r(e,) G Ul. 
effective in P. But this is trivial because ai E U, iff 
(~1 Let Q = (D, {ai)iE”, { Vi}iew) be an effectively given presentation effective in 
P such that r = ro. Then 
r(ei) E Ui e u {ak [ei E Vk} E U, H 3k such that ak E Uj and ei F VA.. 
Clearly, this is recursively enumerable because Q is effective in ? It remains to 
show that r(Comp(P)) = Comp(&. Obviously, if x E Camp(P), t?ren T(X) = f(x) E 
COW?!& because T, the corestriction of f to the range r(D), is computable relative 
to P and 0. To show the other inclusion, let x G Comp(&. Recall that 0 is defined 
as (D, {rtai!}rcwr {V, n r(D)),,,). Since Q = (D, {a,),,,, {V;}& is effective in P, we 
have L?,, r@! E Camp(P) for every i Eo. As x ~Comp(&, the set W = 
(i 1s E Vi n r(D)} is recursively enumerable. By rhe Continuity Axiom, 
r(x)=x= u r(a,). 
11 U. 
Since computable elements are closed under recursively enumerable I.u.b.‘s, we 
conclude that x is computable relative to P. Hence x E r(Comp(P)). Kl 
AS a corollary of Proposition 4.11 we have: If P = (D, (ei}iEw, {Ui}i,,) is an 
effectively given presentation of D and r :D -5, D is computable relative to P, then 
the retract r(D) has an effectively given presentation effective in P, and con- 
sequently, r(D) is an effectively given continuous lattice. The next proposition 
shows that every effectively given continuous lattice can be obtained this way from 
PM. 
Proposition 4.12. Let D be an effectively given continuous lattice. ‘Then there is a 
retraction r : Pw + PO computable dative to P = (Pm, (D&,, (AD&,,) such that the 
retract r(Pw ) is isomorphic to D, and furthermore, the set of computable elements of 
D (relative to the given presentution) is isomorphic to r(D) nR.E. where R.E. 
( = Comp( P)) is the set of ail recursively enumeruble sets of o. 
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Proof. Let Q = (D, {ai}iso, {Vi}ico) be an effectively given presentation of D. Define 
the following retraction r : PO 3 Pw by: For x E Pu, 
Clearly r is continuous. It is idempotent because, for x E PO, 
l-l t?i = Ll ej. 
icx ifr(x) 
Since 
r is obviously computable relative to P. Finally, the map d) : fw +D defined by: 
For x E PO, 
establishes the isomorphism required. We leave the proof of the last part of the 
proposition to the reader. q 
For the rest of this section we turn to algebraic lattices. We want to give an 
effective version of Yroposition 3.15 which says that there is a one-to-one correspon- 
dence between algebraic deflations and U-closed subsets of some semi-lattice with 
L. First, we show in the next proposition that if an algebraic lattice D has an 
effectively given presentation P, then another eff ectiveiy given presentation Q of 
0 can be effectively derived for P such that the basis elements in Q are exactly 
all the compact elements in D, the basic open sets in Q can be defined directly in 
terms of the basis elements, and Camp(P) = Camp(Q). 
Proposition 4.13. Suppose P = (D, (ei}iew, {Ui}iEw) is an effectively giuen preserilation 
of the aigebraic lattice D. Then there exists a recursive function k : o +a SUCK that 
0 = (D, {ek(iJiEW, {Tek(iJiEw) is an effectively given presentation of D, {ek(jJ i E 0) is 
equal to the set of all the compact elements in D, ard ComptP) = Comp(QL 
Proof. Given P, consider the set Z = (i 1 ei E r/i}. Since P is etfectively given, Z is a 
recursively enumerable set. Therefore there is a one-to-one recursive function 
k :w -*o such that k(w) = I. Next we show that (ek,i,]i E o} is equal to the set of 
all the compact elements in D. Obviously, if ei E Wi, then Tei = Ui by Axiom 1 of a 
continuous presentation, and hence ei is compact. Suppose i is compact; then e, = ej 
and cI E L/I for some j E w by Axiom 2, therefore e, = ek(l, for some I E o. Clearly, 
Q is a conGnuous presentation of D because 11 is an algebraic lattice. That Q is 
effectively given follows from 
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where the right-hand side of the above equivalence is obviously recursively enumer- 
able in t and j. It remains to show that Camp(P) = Camp(Q). Suppose x E Camp(P), 
hence the set {i Ix E Vi} is recursively enumerable. Then 
Since k is a one-to-one recursive function, x E I/ k(i) is recursively enumerable in i, 
hence x E Camp(Q). Conversely, suppose x E Camp(O). Then, for some recursion 
function s : 0 + 0, 
X E Ui e Ll w(i)) E Ui * for some t, u ektsO.)) E Ui. 
je:w jEDl 
Since P is an effectively given presentation, we can conclude x E Cri. Cl 
The merit of Q as defined in Proposition 4.13 is that the basis elementi; contained 
in Q form the minimal basis of D and that Camp(P) = Camp(Q). It can also be 
shown that for any function f~ [D -) D], f is computable relative to P if and only 
if f is computable relative to Q. Thus, as far as specifying computable objects is 
concerned, P and Q are essentially ‘equivalent’ to each other. Becaxe of the latter 
reason, we used to assume that an effectively given presentation of an algekaic 
lattice is in a ‘reduced’ form with the basis elements given by the compact elements. 
The following proposition gives an effective version of Proposition 3.13. 
Proposition 4.14. Suppose P = (D, {ei}icw, {tei}iEw) is an effectively given presentation 
of an aigebraic fattice D whose set of compact elements is given by E = (ei 1 i E w}. 
Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between wmputablc deflations of D 
(relative to P) and U-closed subsets A of E such that the predicate i E A is recursively 
enumerable in i. 
Proof. (+) Suppose A is a U-closed subset of E such that ei E A is recursively 
enumerable in i. Recall that the algebraic deflation dA : D + D associated with A 
is given by: For x ED, 
d,&) = u{ek CA lek CX}. 
Therefore, 
dA(ei)eTej H u{ek CA lek Gei}ETej 
e ej cek and ek Gei for some ek E A. 
The right-hand side of the above equivalence is obviously recursively enumerable 
in i and j, hence dA is computable relative to P. 
(+) Suppose d : D + D is computable relative to P. Consider the U-closed subset 
Ed = {ei 1 d (ei) = ei} of E. Then, 
ei E Ed e d (ei) = ei e d (ei) E tei because d is a deqation. 
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Since d is computable relative to P, the set {i 1 d(ei) E fei) = {i 1 ei E Ed) is recursively 
enumerable. Cl 
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